Questions, Answers, Facts & Troubleshooting

Alliance Mixing Lids
1. Why does paint leak out of the chime after I have assembled my mixing lid on my can?
The mixing lid was not properly assembled to the can, remove the can and re-assemble the mixing lid
be sure that all four clips have properly engaged the can chime.
2. I have a missing gear adaptor. How do I order replacements?
Please contact Dedoes.

Gear Adaptor

3. I would like to replace a seal ring on my mixing lid. How do I order a replacement?
Please contact Dedoes.
4. How many mixing lids are packaged in a carton?
Six mixing lids are packaged per carton, and they must be ordered in increments of six.

Seal Ring

5. Can I use the same mixing lids for solvent & waterborne product?
No, these two applications require diﬀerent mixing lids.
Please contact Dedoes for more information.
6. Does Dedoes carry a non-mixing lid or pour lid?
Yes, please reference the ClicSeal Plus Pour Lid section on this web site.
Crank Handle

7. Can I use the mixing lids without a Dedoes Mixing Machine?
Yes, Dedoes carries crank handles to manually mix the paint without the use of our machines.

If you would like to speak with a Sales Representative or a Technician,
please call us at 248-624-7710. For technical support on our products or
additional accessories, please visit our web site: www.dedoes.com.
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